movie schedule

Western Union
To President, U.S.A.:
Congratulation for your firm stand in the Cuban crisis.
Will stand behind you always and back you with all our
submarines.

Special to M.I.T. Students
SUBMARINES 45c
THE COVE
27 Columbia St., Cambridge

NATO Proposes International U.
(Continued from Page 1)

Senior staff salaries were recom-
mended to be limited to $4,000 per
year, with an average in the neigh-
borough of $12,000. Predoc-
toral students would be paid an
average of $2,000 per year.

In the report urging establishment
of the Institute, the committee, ap-
pointed in 1959 by Paul-Henri Spaak, the
NATO Secretary-General, con-
sisted of Prof. P. Odhner, of
Italy, Prof. H. W. Clancy, of
the Netherlands, Sir John Ochterl
of England, Dr. P. G. A. Piganiol
of France, Prof. A. Rucker, of
Germany, and Prof. W. A.
Noreenob, as well as M. Killen.

Conservatory Chorus
Schedules Concert
The New England Conserva-
ory Chorus and accompanying
groups, the Chamber Singers,
will give eight concerts this
year.

The committee, appointed in
1959 by Paul-Henri Spaak, the
NATO Secretary-General, con-
sisted of Prof. P. Odhner, of
Italy, Prof. H. W. Clancy, of
the Netherlands, Sir John Ochterl
of England, Dr. P. G. A. Piganiol
of France, Prof. A. Rucker, of
Germany, and Prof. W. A.
Noreenob, as well as M. Killen.

Only Schick makes two different
electric shavers...pick the one to
match your face!

Both new Super Speed shaver have
Schick's exclusive washable head, made
of surgical stainless steel. Snap it off
and wash away dirt, stubble, and pers.

Get the new Schick Easy Shine Electric Shoe Shiner for a bootblack shine in 60 seconds!

movies...
'Escape From East Berlin' At Pilgrim
By Gilberto Ponce-Gallierico

"Escape From East Berlin" is
not just another escape story.
It is something more than an escape
film. Directed beautifully and pro-
fessionally by Robert Stone
("Paradise, Lost"), it deals with the
emotions of twenty-eight people
from West Berlin to escape to the
East. Admittedly, the film isn't
brilliant, but it is not overdone; no
character is overplayed.

The first half-hour is perhaps
the best in the film. The sequence
of the girl thoughtlessly trying
to escape across the Berlin Wall
being pulled back from a sure
death by a friend, then chased
by the Communist police, is al-
ways breathtaking.

Stone's subtle and talented combination
of montage and a slow camera move-
ment is emotionally effective, cre-
ating a constant tension. Then the
film declines somewhat. The sec-
dond half-hour is never too inter-
esting. Not until the climax does
the film come anywhere near its
earliest heights; the scene of the
escape through the tunnel is in-
deed well done; but montage
builds up the tension; a close-
moving shot across the tunnel
into West Berlin creates a sense
of hard-won freedom.

There are some weaknesses. The
script is deficient in one man-
ner. The first: the film is in a
nearly-farce, a style of scene
that is not always suitable to the
plot. The second: the plotting of
the story is obvious;

For tough & regular beards
For sensitive skin
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paced by the Conservatory Chorus,
and will be performed in
Jordan Hall.
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sisted of Prof. P. Odhner, of
Italy, Prof. H. W. Clancy, of
the Netherlands, Sir John Ochterl
of England, Dr. P. G. A. Piganiol
of France, Prof. A. Rucker, of
Germany, and Prof. W. A.
Noreenob, as well as M. Killen.
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